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SPECIFICATIONS:
BODY MATERIAL: Billet Aluminum
SWITCH MATERIAL: Brass
LASER DIODE: Class II
VOLTAGE REQUIREMENT: 3 volt DC,

requires 2 “AA” batteries



INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

Thank you for purchasing the SAS-1500 HOME THEATER SPEAKER

ALIGHNMENT KIT. The SAS-1500 will deliver the best performance from your

Multi-Channel Speaker System. Properly positioned and aligned speakers will

guarantee the very best quality sound reproduction for both music listening

and realistic multi-channel sound effects.

There are many determining factors that contribute to a good sound system,

but none is more important than the placement or positioning of speakers

within the listening room and proper sound level adjustments. The room itself

is made up of different elements, some will absorb the sound, and some will

reflect the sound back into the listening space. An example of an absorptive

element would be an overstuffed chair or a couch, or even a very thick carpet

or wall hanging. An example of a reflective element would be a sliding glass

door or window, or a concrete or hardwood floor. Since most people use their

living room, den or bedroom as their listening room, the décor of the listening

room is usually some combination of these two elements, which when added

to room size as a variable will all interact to create a unique acoustical

environment. When a room sounds more reflective it is often called 'bright' or

'live', and when a room is more absorptive it is called 'dark' or 'dead'.

The ideal listening room has equal elements of both of these characteristics,

since a room with too much of either attribute will not sound natural. Ultimately

rooms chosen for viewing and listening have décor and furniture that is likely to

have a good mix of both reflective and absorptive elements, but since these

rooms are designed first as rooms for living, there is often a need to compromise

when it comes to positioning. When used properly, SAS Laser Alignment Tool

and Sound Pressure Level Meter will always result in the optimum speaker

position regardless of room size or acoustics.

by American Recorder Technologies, Inc.

SPL-8810 SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER

This unit conforms to the IEC651, ANSI S1.4 type 2 for sound level meters and has been designed to meet measurement
requirements of sound engineers, musicians, health and industrial safety engineers for sound quality control in various
environments and applications. This meter utilizes the latest in precision electronics for accuracy and is double reinforced
and insulated for added protection.

SAFETY INFORMATION

MEASUREMENT OPERATION

Use this meter only as specified in these instructions. No internal user serviceable parts. Repairs or servicing should only be
performed by qualified personnel or factory. Periodically wipe the case with a dry cloth. Do not use abrasives or solvent on
this instrument. Avoid excessive exposure to elements or sudden impact, damage may occur. Keep out of the reach of children.
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1. Windscreen

2. Display:

3. Power ON/OFF button I

4. Back light Button:

MAX Hold button

5. A-weighting/C-weighting select button A/C

6. Time weighting select button F/S
F
S

7. Level range select button Lo/Hi
Lo Hi

8. MAX/ Hold button

9. Microphone

10. Battery Cover

Operate at wind speeds over 10m/sec.

LCD 4 digits
MAX Maximum Value hold
OVER Over range
F Fast response
S Slow response
A A-Weighting
C C-Weighting
Lo Low Range (30~100dB)
Hi High Range (60~130dB)
BAT Low-Battery

Turn the meter power ON/OFF

Turn the meter back light ON/OFF

The max. Hold position is used to measure the maximum level of
sounds. The maximum measured level is up dated continuously.
Press once again the button, will release the hold and allow a further
measurement.

A: A Weighting. For general sound level measurements.
C: C Weighting. For checking the low- frequency content of

noise.(If the C-Weighted level is much higher than the A-Weighted
level, then there is a large amount of low-frequency noise)

(fast response): for normal measurements (fast varying noise)
(slow response): for checking average level of fluctuating noise

: 30~100dB; : 60~130dB
When “OVER” is indicated, the ranges switch to another range
for measurement.

The max. Hold position is used to measure the maximum level of
sounds. The maximum measured level is up dated continuously.
Press once again the button, will release the hold and allow a further
measurement. Data Hold button: Press and hold the Button for over
2 second to turn on or off data hold function. The hold function
freezes the reading in the display.

1/2 inch Electret Condenser microphone

SYMBOL FUNCTION

(1) Open battery cover and install a 9-volt battery in the battery
compartment.

(2) Turn on power and select the desired response Time and weighting.
If the sound source consists of short bursts or only catching sound
peak, set response to FAST. To measure average sound, use the
slow setting. Select A- weighting for general noise sound level and
C-weighting for measuring sound level of acoustic material.

(3) Select desired Level
(4) Hold the instrument comfortably in hand or fix on tripod and point

the microphone at the suspected noise source, the sound pressure
level will be displayed.

(5) When MAX (maximum hold) mode is chosen. The instrument captures
and holds the maximum noise level for a long period using any of the
time weighting and ranges.

(6) When HOLD (data hold )mode is chosen. The hold function freezes the
reading in the display. Press the HOLD button momentarily to activate
or to exit the HOLD function

(7) Turn OFF the instrument when not in use.

FUNCTION & SYMBOLS

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
-Always remove battery from instrument if stored for an extended period of time.
-Do not store or operate in high temperature or high humidity environment.
-Keep microphone dry and avoid severe vibration.
-This instrument is precision calibrated before shipment. Calibration is

recommended every one to two years and can be performed with a standard
acoustic calibrator (94db, 1kHz sine wave). Calibration potentiometer is located
behind the battery.

SPL-8810

MAX
HOLD

MAX
HOLD

Comply with EMC

Standard Applied: IEC651 type 2, ANSI s1.4 type 2
Frequency Range: 31.5Hz~8KHz
Measuring Level Range: 35~130dB
Frequency Weighting: A/C
Microphone: 1/2" electret condenser
Accessories: Windscreen
Calibration: Electrical calibration with the internal

oscillator (1kHz sine wave)
Display Type: LCD
Display Digits: 4
Display Resolution: 0.1dB
Display Up Data: 0.5 sec.
Time Weighting: FAST (125mS), SLOW (1 sec.)
Level Ranges: Lo: 35-100dB; Hi: 65-130dB

Accuracy: 1.5dB (under reference conditions)
Alarm function: "OVER" is show when input is

out of range
Maximum Hold: Maximum value with decay

<1dB/3 minutes
Power Supply: single 9v battery, 006P or

IEC 6F22 or NEDA 1604.

Power Life: 50 hours (alkaline battery)

Operations Temperature: 0 to 40 C (32 to 104 F)
Operation Humidity: 10 to 90% RH
Operation Altitude: 2000 meters (6560 feet)

Storage Temperature: -10 to 60 C (14-140 F)
Storage Humidity: 10 to 75% RH
Dimensions: 210(L)x55(W)x32(H)mm
Weight: 7 ounces (with battery)
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SPEAKER PLACEMENT

No matter which room you choose for the location of your sound listening

experience, the first rule of thumb is to place the speakers as close to ear

level as possible. If you are sitting on a couch in a living room for example,

the front left, center, and right speakers should be placed approximately

3 feet (36 inches) up from floor level as that is about the height of your ears

when sitting (figure 1). The speakers can be placed on shelves, speaker stands

or can be mounted on the wall with speaker brackets that are designed to

safely support the weight of speakers (American Recorder Technologies has

a full line of speaker stands and wall brackets). For the rear left and right

speakers it is also desirable to mount them at the 3 foot (36 inches) height

level behind the listening position, but since that position is often difficult to

achieve there are alternate positions such as mounting with wall brackets

above the listening position with a downward angle, or even on the side

walls of the listening space using either position as mentioned above.

Since multi-channel sound is often incorporated with picture whether it is

a television or video projection system, it is also common for the front left

and right speakers to be positioned on either side of the viewing screen with

the center channel positioned above or below the viewing screen. In this

type of installation it may be necessary to angle the center channel either

up or down depending upon its placement below or above the viewing

screen. In either case, choose the position for the speaker that is closest

to the 3 foot (36 inches) high ear placement level, or simply match as

closely as possible to the height position of the front left and right speakers

so they are all lined up at the same height. Maintaining the same relative

position between all the front speakers will provide the best possible overall

sound quality.

Once speaker height has been determined, next select a direct or indirect

speaker placement for the listening area.

AXIS

FIGURE 1

SPEAKER

36“

Step 6:

Step 7:

Next, hold the meter so that it is at the same level as your ears at the
'sweet spot' location if the speakers were aligned as a direct positioning or in
the vicinity of the middle of the room at ear level if it was aligned as an indirect
positioning. It is important to keep the meter at one position during the
measurement process, but if you get tired of holding up the meter for a length
of time there is a fitting on the back of the meter to mount it to a conventional
camera tripod. The tripod makes things easier, but isn't strictly necessary for
good results. Press the 'MAX/HOLD' button until the word 'MAX' is displayed in
the top right portion of the LCD display. Make sure only the word 'MAX' is
displayed, if the word 'HOLD' is also displayed hold the 'MAX/HOLD' button
down until it no longer displays the word 'HOLD'. The meter is now set to read
and hold the loudest sound it 'hears' from each speaker.

As the tone or noise moves from speaker to speaker, the idea is to
make sure that the number displayed on the meter is the same for each speak-
er measurement, which means that all the speakers will be equal in volume level
for normal musical program material. Each time the tone moves to another
speaker, another measurement must be made to determine the level of that
speaker. Once you have displayed the volume level for the first measurement
of the first speaker, make a note of what that number is and write it down. When
the first speaker turns off, press the 'MAX' button once to turn off the 'MAX'
feature before measuring the next speaker. Once the next speaker has begun to
sound press the 'MAX' button again and check the number. If that number is lower
than the first number, that means the second speaker is too low in volume and
needs to be adjusted on the receiver to bring it up to the same level as the first
speaker. Conversely, if the second speaker's measurement number is higher, it
needs to be lowered to match the number of the first speaker. This will take a bit
of practice since the noise or tone will likely be cycling quickly, so take your time
and go through the cycle numerous times until you achieve equal levels. Some
receivers have a 'hold' feature that allows you to cycle through each speaker
manually, please refer to the manual for your surround receiver or decoder to
learn how to engage that feature, which will make your job a bit easier. Once you
have determined that the sound pressure level reading is the same for all five of
the speakers, you will have completed the volume level alignment process.

**Remember: switch off 'MAX' setting between each individual speaker
measurement in order to get an accurate reading, so be careful during the
process!!

MAINTAINING ALIGNMENT

Once speakers have been aligned and sound levels calibrated, no further
alignment is necessary. Feel free to re-align the system if you think it is warranted,
or if you suspect that they system might be out of alignment for any reason.
The frequency of this re-alignment is up to you.
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INDIRECT SPEAKER PLACEMENT

DIRECT SPEAKER PLACEMENT

Indirect speaker placement usually works best in large listening rooms and when

speakers are positioned longer distances from the seating area. As an example,

a room that is 30' long and 20' wide, the average listening position is halfway into

the space (about 15' distance from the front speakers) then an indirect speaker

placement might work best. Another reason to choose an indirect placement

is in a small listening area with a large number of seats (such as theater style

seating). The indirect method will give the best overall sound quality to all listeners

in a crowded or full listening room. Figure 3 (page 7) illustrates a typical indirect

speaker placement. Notice how the speakers are parallel to the wall behind

them; that is they are not tilted on any angle to the front or rear walls. This kind

of position allows for even dispersion across the front and rear room space

without concentrating the sound to any specific listening position.

Direct speaker placement is often a more desirable set-up for small and odd

shaped listening rooms. As an example, a room that is 20' long by 15' wide, the

average listening position is about halfway back (around 7.5' from the front

speakers) then a direct speaker placement might be best. Another good

reason for a direct placement choice would be for a one specific position (or

"sweet spot"), such as a single chair or a center of a couch. Even with direct

positioning everyone who is sitting around the "sweet spot" will still enjoy

excellent sound. Figure 2 (page 6) shows a typical direct speaker placement.

Note that other than the center channel (which is already in direct alignment with

the listener) all the other speakers are at an angle to the walls behind them and

directly aligned toward the listener's position. Since all speakers are aligned

directly with the listener's position the maximum multi-channel sound effect is

achieved.

SOUND LEVEL ADJUSTMENT

USING THE SPL-8810 SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER

Now that you have placed the speakers within the room in the aligned positions
that are optimized for your listening preferences, the next step is to adjust the
sound level for each speaker so that they are all equal. Just as they do in the
large professional movie theaters, each speaker must produce the same
volume level in order to maximize the spatial information that your surround
sound system is designed to reproduce, especially if you are to enjoy the
soundtrack or musical program as the artists and producers originally intended
them to sound.

Please read the SPL-8810 Sound Pressure Level Meter owners manual for a
thorough understanding of how this sound level meter works and its specifications.
Don't worry…you do not need to be a sound engineer in order to accomplish the
sound level adjustments. It will help to familiarizing yourself with the controls and
operation of the meter in order to better understand the concepts. The following
are the step by step directions to follow to achieve the goal of level adjustment
for all the speakers.

First, after installing the 9v battery in the battery compartment, press the
big green button in the middle to turn on the unit.

Next, locate the button that has the markings 'F/S' on it. It is to the right
side of the big green button. Press the button until the LCD window displays the
word 'SLOW' just above the display's changing numbers. This will allow the meter
to measure average sound, which is the proper setting.

Next, locate the button that has the markings 'Hi/Lo' on it. Press the button
until the LCD window displays the word 'Lo' just above the display's changing
numbers and next to the word 'SLOW'. This is the lower range to use for the test,
as the sound pressure level in the room will likely be in that range.

Next, locate the button that has the markings 'A/C' on it. Press the button
until the LCD window displays the word 'dBC' to the lower right of the changing
numbers. This position is known as a 'C-weighting', which is the correct curve to
measure levels with low frequency content, such as music.

Next, turn on your surround sound system. Nearly every system that is
designed to decode surround sound had a 'test' mode where the system cycles
a tone or white noise between each speaker in a regular rotation. Once your
system is in test mode, select a volume level on the receiver, it does not have to
be specific, loud enough to be effective, but not so loud that it drives you crazy.
You will notice at this point that the noise or tone is cycling between each speaker.
If this is not happening, refer to the owner's manual for your receiver or decoder to
determine how to engage this feature.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:
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True subwoofers produce sounds that are 'omni' or non-directional in nature,

and as such are a bit more arbitrary in their placement within your listening

space as there are often multiple optimum locations for them. The rule of

thumb is that the corner of the room where two walls and the floor meet is one

of the best positions for the subwoofer. Generally if you have multiple choices

for subwoofer placement, it is a good idea to try them all out and choose the

one that gives you the best results from the 'sweet spot' listening position.

Subwoofer level and crossover frequency is also somewhat arbitrary, as

placement will often determine volume level as well. It is good to go through

the sound level alignment procedure outlined later on in this manual to determine

the proper level of the subwoofer as it relates to the other speakers in the system.

Often this is a subjective decision by the user depending upon how loud they

wish to enjoy the low frequency sound effects in a movie soundtrack or musical

program material. It is often necessary to make your 'best guess' during the

set-up process and adjust later after listening to actual program material.

The SAS-1325 Laser Alignment Tool is a precision device that generates a laser

point accurate up to 0.25”@100' distance. The brass on-off switch also serves

as the squaring base. To use, switch on the SAS-1325 (turn clockwise) and

position the squaring base on the speakers axis, which is the center of the

speaker just below the tweeter (figure 1). Make sure that the squaring base is

on a perfectly flat portion of the speaker's axis. Now train the laser point where

desired by slowly position the speaker. Repeat this process for each individual

speaker until all are aligned properly.

NOTE: For American Recorder Technologies, Inc. HD FIDELITY SPEAKERS

a threaded adapter has been provided.

SUBWOOFER

SAS-1325 LASER ALIGNMENT TOOL

OFF-ON SWITCH
&

SQUARING BASE

LASER

VIAL LEVEL ON

OFF

In the case where the speakers are located at ear level behind the listening

position, 'point' the laser tool so that the laser light is aimed at the outside edge

of the rear left speaker. For the right front speaker 'point' the laser tool so that the

laser light is aimed at the outside edge of the rear right speaker.

Left Front Center Right Front

Left Rear Right Rear

When you have finished aligning the front left and right speakers with the
correct positioning of the rear speakers, use the laser tool to aim the
center channel to the center of the 'sweet spot', or as close as possible to
ear level of the listening position center.

This completes alignment for indirect speaker positioning.

Once you have decided on the location of the front and rear speakers and have
mounted them on speaker stands, shelves, or brackets to the position that is
desired, you will be ready to begin the alignment process. There is no reason
not to experiment here with either the direct or indirect positioning philosophy if
you are not sure which will work out better in your listening room, but you will find
it easier (if using mounting accessories) to not fully attach the speakers to
such devices until final set up is complete.
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For speaker set-up using a direct placement, the best way to align the

speakers is relative to one specific listening position location, often called the

'sweet spot' (figure 2). This position is the 3 foot (36 inches) high sitting position

in a chair or in the center of a couch, likely to be located in a living room, den

or media room. To avoid pointing the laser in the eyes, it is best to mark this

seating location, (representing the equivalent height of a persons ears) with an

inanimate object.

After marking the position on the object, align each speaker by placing the

laser tool to the speaker's axis and 'pointing' the laser light to the marked location.

After the location is found, be careful not to disrupt the position of the speaker

you have just aligned and move around the room from speaker to speaker

repeating the same method. When you have completed all five speakers you

have achieve the proper alignment.

Left Front Center Right Front

Left Rear Right Rear

Left Front Center Right Front

Left Rear Right Rear

INCORRECT 5.1 SPEAKER SET-UP CORRECT 5.1 SPEAKER SET-UP

FIGURE 2

DIRECT PLACEMENT

For speaker set-up using an indirect positioning, the best way to align the

speakers is relative to the fixed location of the front speakers since you are

optimizing the alignment for a larger number of listeners who are spread out

around the room. The first step is to fix the position of the front left, center and

right speakers so that they are parallel to the wall behind them and are placed

in the optimum front positions relative to the television or video screen. If there

is no video then evenly space the front left, center and right so that they are

equally distant from each other and from the two side walls of the room, or as

closely to that position as possible (figure 3).

Left Front Center Right Front

Left Rear Right Rear

Left Front Center Right Front

Left Rear Right Rear

INCORRECT 5.1 SPEAKER SET-UP CORRECT 5.1 SPEAKER SET-UP

Left Front Center Right Front

Left Rear Right Rear

Left Front Center Right Front

Left Rear Right Rear

INCORRECT 5.1 SPEAKER SET-UP CORRECT 5.1 SPEAKER SET-UP

INDIRECT PLACEMENTS

FIGURE 3
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